## Official English Name
Baden Wuerttemberg Cooperative State University Ravensburg

## Erasmuscode
D RAVENSB02

## PIC Number
948643026

## OID Number
E10042736

## Director of International Affairs
Mr. Thomas Schieber | international@dhbw-ravensburg.de | +49 751 18999 2724

## Contact Incoming/Erasmus Coordinator/Agreements
Ms. Ingela Lundin | lundin@dhbw-ravensburg.de | +49 751 18999 2752

## Nomination Deadlines
- **School of Business / Media Design**: 1 May, 15 October, 15 October, 1 February
- **School of Engineering**: NO OFFERING

## Application Deadlines
- **School of Business / Media Design**: 15 May, 1 November, 1 November, 15 February
- **School of Engineering**: NO OFFERING

## Arrival Date
- **School of Business / Media Design**: 4 October, 4 January, 3 April, 1 July
- **School of Engineering**: NO OFFERING

## Earliest Departure Date
- **School of Business / Media Design**: 22 December, 26 March, 26 June, 26 September
- **School of Engineering**: NO OFFERING

### Arrival
We will pick up students living in the student accommodation on the arrival date at the bus/train station in Ravensburg or the airport in Friedrichshafen and bring them to the accommodation.

### General Academic Information
Please note that attendance on all courses selected is **compulsory** within the DHBW system. Failure to attend class without an excuse means that no grade can be given for this course. Please find our course list, module descriptions as well as our grading system [here](#).

### Language Test
In order to ensure that all incoming exchange students are able to follow classes in English we require an English level of at least B2 according to the CEFR. No TOEFL-Test is necessary.

### Accommodation Information
We have pre-reserved a contingent of student rooms in a student accommodation. If we have more students arriving than the number of pre-reserved rooms, the students coming from universities with an exchange balance have priority. It is a simple but appropriate accommodation with females and males living together. Each student has an individual room and shares a kitchen, bathroom and laundry facilities with other students. The students are responsible for the cleaning of their rooms and the common areas. The monthly rent is 380 Euro per room. In addition, the landlord requires a deposit of 750 Euro as well as an administration fee of 50 Euro. All payments for each quarter term need to be completed at the latest 4 weeks before arrival.

### Insurance
According to German law is it mandatory with a **German government approved** health insurance (mostly from a German provider or EHIC) in order to enroll at a German university. A liability as well as a travel insurance is highly recommended.